
 

 

 

Yuki Kimura  

“Year 1940 was a leap year starting on Monday” 

October 10 (Sat.) – November 7 (Sat.) 

Opening reception: Saturday, October 10. 18:00 – 20:00 

 

We are pleased to announce our forthcoming, fifth solo exhibition with Yuki Kimura, her first with the gallery 

in three years. 

 

Yuki Kimura, born in 1971 and based in Kyoto, expanded her international presence with installations using 

photographs, moving images and sculptures, taking part in the “Sixth International Istanbul Biennial” (1999), 

the “International Triennale of Contemporary Art Yokohama 2005”, “mellow fever”, la galerie des galeries 

(Paris, 2008), “Yoshihide Otomo ENSEMBLES”, Yamaguchi Center for Arts and Media (Yamaguchi, 2008) 

and “Incidental Affairs: Contemporary Art of Transient States”, Suntory Museum (Osaka 2009). Recent 

works of Yuki Kimura from 2005-2009 and latest installations were shown in a large scale solo exhibition at 

the Daiwa Press Viewing Room in Hiroshima. 

 

“Memory as a “developed” posteriority is not the memory of the past, but the polyphonic resonant 

phenomena between A and B (and C and D and…). The installation is a resonant room for this purpose.  

To analyze complicated sounds, one applies various filters as if cutting off, repeating, amplifying partial 

reception; while Kimura separates, copies, expands and lightly combines the various elements that 

constitute the found photographs, posterior resonance is expanded as visual memory within the space.” 

(Minoru Shimizu, “DAIWA PRESS VIEWING ROOM vol.09” (Daiwa Press, 2009)) 

 

The present exhibition is comprised of 10 photographs/sculptural works. The title of the show “Year 1940 

was a leap year starting on Monday” is a quotation from the first sentence of Wikipedia when searching for 

the year 1940. 

The composition of this exhibition starts with a photograph that was taken for a Christmas card in Germany 

in 1940. Images deriving from this one photograph are combined with others images, vectors like Monday 

and leap year are added and an open ended narrative is created. Yuki Kimura applies dark blue and green 

colored Plexiglas to these photographs, creating images hidden, literally, in the shadow. The viewer is 

invited to use their own imagination freely. 

 

 



 

 

Publication announcement: 

“DAIWA PRESS VIEWING ROOM vol.09” 

Daiwa Press, softcover, total 176 pages (color 112 pages + monochrome 64 pages), 260 x 190 mm 

Photographs: Takashi Homma  Book design: Hideki Nakajima (NAKAJIMA DESIGN) 

 

The publication was released for the exhibition of Yuki Kimura that took place at Daiwa Press Viewing 

Room, June 13 - August 30, 2009. The show included her recent works from 2005-2009 and latest 

installations. Installation photographs were taken by Takashi Homma, essays by Jun Aoki, Minoru Shimizu, 

Koki Tanaka, Yasuyuki Nakai, Simon Castets and Darren Bader. English translation included. 

 

For further information please contact:  

Exhibition: Kyoko Nitta  Press: Takayuki Mashiyama  

Taka Ishii Gallery 

1-3-2-5F Kiyosumi, Koto-ku, Tokyo #135-0024 

tel: +81 (0) 3-5646-6050  fax: +81 (0) 3-3642-3067  mail: tig@takaishiigallery.com 

Tuesday-Saturday/12:00-19:00  Closed on Sun. Mon. National Holiday 

 

   

“Ursel (24,XII,40)”2009                      “Mondays”2009 

Each image: Yuki Kimura, courtesy of the artist and Taka Ishii Gallery 


